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I get out of my bed at night 
And talk to myself with fury And vengeance 
like I'm mad at me for something. 
I dance around with savageness 
and freestyle wildly to the mad man mariachi  
rhythms that claim me in the darkness 
I am instinct and adrenaline with my eyes open wide 
And I have never told this to another soul. 
When you get old you know 
That pulling up the blankets only  
Traps the monster inside 
And if every time I close my eyes I see what I'm afraid of 
Then sleep don't come 
But the moon is not painted on the night 
She moves 
But sleep don't come 
And the lid cannot shut out the eye for long 
It opens  
And out comes light 
But sleep don't come 
I sit in the shower  
Like mountain and rain 
Come pound on me relentless 
And wash away wait  
And Prometheus me to mattress 
As if prostrate to rock 
And if daybreak lets the eagles come 
Then they shall find me wanting 
For I have picked myself apart 
In anticipation of the sun 
And sleep never came so good  
Nor tore so deep 
As the talons of my mind 
And blood is drawn to spite the Gods  
For tying me to earth 
Ha relinquishes  
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With foam and fury 
Sounding off against the sky 
Spit fly in the eye 
Come on and get me then be the cry 
And the ocean can unleash its wrath across the underside of HEAVEN but 
the rain still comes 
And the thunder can bark up blood like a dog possessed but the rain still 
comes 
And the wind can scrape away the lining of its throat with screams until the 
neck collapses inward but the rain still comes 
And sometimes, because some fool with war paint might get the wrong idea 
and think he willed it so, it don't come and it fucks you up just as bad with 
its' absence. 
And all my bleeding simply attracts the sharks 
And screaming brings the dogs 
And freestyle protestations to mad man mariachi rhythms 
Only light up the night like the second son 
And show the demons where to come to dance. 
I am beginning to see that the knife is far more powerful 
Because it only does damage between people who allow themselves  
To get close enough to each other to understand the hurt they've inflicted. 
It is the bravest act of life to whisper when you want to shout 
Because whispering requires that somebody be there to listen. 
I whisper: 
I am looking for salvation in the sexiness of sucking 
And I am finding a tranquility in the way you breathe my name 
In the way you lick my lips and sip the spit from off my belly 
Is the why my head stops hurting and my heart returns to calm 
You restore serenity 
You make me come like rain 
I am in you powerful 
 


